Semi-automatic porting of a large-scale CFD code to multi-graphics processing unit clusters
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SUMMARY

A typical large-scale CFD code based on adaptive, edge-based finite-element formulations for the solution of compressible and incompressible flow is taken as a test bed to port such codes to graphics hardware (graphics processing units, GPUs) using semi-automatic techniques. In previous work, a GPU version of this code was presented, in which, for many run configurations, all mesh-sized loops required throughout time stepping were ported. This approach simultaneously achieves the fine-grained parallelism required to fully exploit the capabilities of many-core GPUs, completely avoids the crippling bottleneck of GPU–CPU data transfer, and uses a transposed memory layout to meet the distinct memory access requirements posed by GPUs. The present work describes the next step of this porting effort, namely to integrate GPU-based, fine-grained parallelism with Message-Passing-Interface-based, coarse-grained parallelism, in order to achieve a code capable of running on multi-GPU clusters. This is carried out in a semi-automated fashion: the existing Fortran–Message Passing Interface code is preserved, with the translator inserting data transfer calls as required. Performance benchmarks indicate up to a factor of 2 performance advantage of the NVIDIA Tesla M2050 GPU (Santa Clara, CA, USA) over the six-core Intel Xeon X5670 CPU (Santa Clara, CA, USA), for certain run configurations. In addition, good scalability is observed when running across multiple GPUs. The approach should be of general interest, as how best to run on GPUs is being presently considered for many so-called legacy codes. Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

At present, there is considerable interest in the application of graphics processing units (GPUs) to CFD. This interest is primarily due to the tremendous increase in performance of GPUs over the past few years. The NVIDIA Tesla C2070 (Santa Clara, CA, USA) now achieves more than 0.5 teraflops of peak double-precision performance with a peak memory bandwidth of 144 GB/s. The consumer-market-oriented GeForce GTX 580 (NVIDIA) achieves more than 1.58 teraflops of peak single-precision performance with a peak memory bandwidth of 192.4 GB/s [1, 2]. GPUs can now be programmed via general-purpose interfaces such as CUDA [1] and OpenCL [3].

As a result, there has been a great deal of research investigating the implementation of CFD codes on GPUs, with many codes obtaining impressive speedups. Work in this direction began prior to the introduction of CUDA, when GPU programming was performed via traditional graphics APIs such as OpenGL. An excellent and comprehensive survey of work carried out during this era is given by Owens et al. [4]. Much of the effort in running CFD codes on GPUs has been directed towards the case of solvers based on structured grids. These solvers are particularly amenable to GPU
implementation because of their regular memory access pattern. Work in this area includes those of Brandvik and Pullan [5–7] (two-dimensional and three-dimensional Euler and Navier–Stokes solvers for GPUs, with support for multiple GPUs via Message Passing Interface (MPI), achieved an order of magnitude gain in performance); Göddeke et al. [8] (multi-level, globally unstructured, locally structured, Navier–Stokes solver on GPUs); LeGresley et al. [9] (multi-block Euler solver for simulating hypersonic vehicle configurations on GPUs); Cohen and Molemaker [10] (3D finite-volume Boussinesq code in double precision on GPUs); Phillips et al. [11] (2D compressible Euler solver on a cluster of GPUs); Thibault and Senocak [12] and Jacobsen et al. [13] (3D incompressible Navier–Stokes solver for GPU clusters); Antoniou et al. [14] (high-order weighted essentially non-oscillatory finite-difference methods on multi-GPU systems); Jespersen [15] (port of Jacobi solver to GPUs for OVERFLOW, a Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes solver that uses multiple overset structured grids); Patnaik and Obenschain [16] (application of GPUs to the flux-corrected transport (FCT)-based structured grid solver FAST3D-CT, with a focus on reducing power requirements); and Griebel and Zaspel [17] (multi-GPU, two-phase incompressible Navier–Stokes solver).

There has also been interest in running unstructured grid-based CFD solvers on GPUs. Achieving good performance for such solvers is more difficult because of their data-dependent and irregular memory access patterns. Work in this area includes that of Klöckner et al. [18], who have implemented discontinuous Galerkin methods on unstructured grids. Markall et al. [19] developed a form of compiler to automatically generate a finite-element code from an abstract representation in the Unified Form Language, which will be used to generate a GPU-optimized CUDA code for the CFD code Fluidity. In previous work [20], the authors presented results for a cell-centered finite-volume Euler solver running on a Tesla 10 series card, which achieved a nearly 10× speedup factor over an OpenMP-parallelized CPU code running on a quad-core Intel CPU (Santa Clara, CA, USA). Similar results, for a two-dimensional, edge-based solver, were also presented by Dahm and Fidkowski [21]. Asouti et al. [22] and Kampolis et al. [23] have also implemented a vertex-centered finite-volume code for unstructured grids on GPUs.

Whereas most of the existing work performed so far has either been for relatively small codes, written from scratch or for a small portion of a large existing code, the goal of the present work is to port an existing large-scale code, used to perform production runs, in its entirety while obtaining a similar performance gain. The code under consideration is FEFLO, which is an adaptive, edge-based finite-element code for the solution of compressible and incompressible flow. It consists (like so many so-called legacy codes) of nearly one million lines of primarily Fortran 77 code and is optimized for many types of parallel architectures. This code is used for a number of compressible flow applications including supersonic jet noise, transonic flow, store separation, and blast–structure interaction, as well as incompressible flow applications including free-surface hydrodynamics, dispersion, and patient-based hemodynamics. As will be described in Section 2, large portions of the code have already been ported to run on single GPUs, by using a semi-automatic porting technique described in previous work [24–26]. A description of the currently ported capabilities is then given in Section 3. The porting effort for the MPI portion of FEFLO is presented in Section 4. Finally, performance results that assess the scalability of the code are given in Section 5.

2. SEMI-AUTOMATIC PORTING OF FEFLO TO GPUs

For the exploitation of the high performance of GPUs, codes must express sufficient fine-grained parallelism, minimize GPU–CPU data transfer, and achieve coalesced memory access. One option for writing the GPU code is to do so directly in CUDA [1] or OpenCL [27]. For a large Fortran code written well before the existence of GPUs, this entails a massive effort to rewrite, debug, and maintain a separate branch of the code. An alternative to performing such a monolithic code rewrite is to follow the ‘accelerator design’, as so called by Cohen and Molemaker [10], of porting bottleneck loops or subroutines in isolation, with memory transfer calls made just before and after these bottleneck loops or subroutines. Although this allows for the possibility of an incremental porting effort, it suffers the drawback of introducing the crippling bottleneck of a large amount of data transfer across the system bus, which has at least an order of magnitude lower bandwidth than that of the internal GPU memory, and thus severely restricts the possible gain in performance when porting a
code to run on GPUs. Instead, all large arrays should be kept for as long as possible in the GPU memory space. In the context of a CFD code, this means that ideally all mesh-sized arrays should remain on the GPU throughout the course of time stepping, which in turn entails parallelizing all code within time stepping that makes use of such arrays.

As described in previous work [24–26], a semi-automatic approach is used to port FEFLO to run on GPUs, so that the GPU–CPU data transfer bottleneck can be avoided. The script is fully automatic for OpenMP-parallelized Fortran code, which meets the script’s necessary restrictions, which ensure full GPU performance. This approach uses the original Fortran code by automatically generating GPU kernels and array management code from existing OpenMP-parallelized loops, while enforcing restrictions on array usage. Manual effort is required to first parallelize the original code using OpenMP and then to modify the code to ensure that GPU data is only accessed within GPU kernels or through other well-defined mechanisms and not via an arbitrary serial code, which executes on the CPU. In addition, manual effort is required to ensure that widely used assumptions regarding the layout of multi-dimensional Fortran arrays in memory are avoided, in order to employ a transposed memory layout. These techniques are implemented as a Python script based on FParser, a component of the F2PY package created by Peterson [28]. Because this approach automates the majority of the porting process, all mesh-sized loops can be immediately parallelized, thus avoiding the crippling bottleneck of data transfer between the GPU and the CPU. The primary reasons for this approach, in comparison to a manual approach, are the massive size of the FEFLO codebase (O(10^6) lines) and the desire to continue using established coding practices under a unified codebase, thus avoiding the introduction of new bugs in an already reliable code and the perpetual process of maintaining divergent codebases. A further advantage of this approach is that it supports multiple output targets, both CUDA and OpenCL, thus maintaining flexibility as new parallel architectures emerge, GPU or otherwise.

Automatic approaches often compromise on performance, which contradicts the ultimate purpose of porting codes such as FEFLO to GPUs. That is not the case here because the translator was specialized to generate the same code that would be written via a manual translation. In summary, the script automatically does the following:

- Converts simple OpenMP loops to CUDA kernels, with support for arbitrary reduction operations;
- Exposes finer-grained parallelism in coarse-grained OpenMP loops using FEFLO-specific logic;
- Detects GPU arrays and enforces consistency between modules and subroutines;
- Tracks physical array sizes of subarrays across subroutine calls;
- Uses a transposed array layout appropriate for meeting coalescing requirements;
- Handles GPU array I/O (via read/write/print) and memory transfer;
- Allows ‘difficult’ subroutines to be ignored and left on the CPU, or overridden with custom implementations, usually according to Thrust [29]; and
- Integrates with a pure CPU code, particularly MPI code.

3. CURRENT GPU CAPABILITIES

FEFLO is used for a number of compressible flow applications including supersonic jet noise [30], transonic flow, store separation [31], and blast–structure interaction [32, 33], as well as incompressible flow applications including free-surface hydrodynamics [34], dispersion [35], and patient-based hemodynamics [36]. Codes with similar loop structures are those described in [37–41].

To date, approximately 1600 of the flow solver(s) subroutines have been automatically ported and tested on the GPU. These include the following:

- The ideal gas, explicit compressible flow solvers (FCT, total variation diminishing, approximate Riemann solvers, limiters);
- The projection schemes for incompressible flow with explicit advection, implicit viscous terms, and pressure Laplacian;
- The explicit advection and implicit conductivity/diffusivity integrators of temperature and/or concentration;
- The free-surface modules based on the volume of fluid (VOF) and level set techniques;
- Some simple turbulence models (e.g., Smagorinsky, wall-adapting local eddy viscosity);
- Some of the diagnostic output options (global conservation sums, station time history points); and
- Subroutines required throughout the code/solvers to apply boundary conditions for periodic boundaries, overlapping grids, embedded surfaces, and immersed bodies.

Other parts that have been ported but not yet fully tested include the following:
- Other turbulence models (e.g., k-
- Mesh movement modules (velocity smoothing, distance to wall, element quality analysis, etc.);
- H-refinement modules; and
- Radiation transport via the discrete ordinate method.

Testing, verification, and validation of these modules for the multi-GPU environment are currently underway, and it is expected that the remaining modules of FEFLO (which will undoubtedly be more challenging) will be ported to the multi-GPU environment during the next 2 years.

4. MPI SUPPORT

The code has been ported to vector, shared-memory parallel (via OpenMP [42]), and distributed-memory parallel (via MPI [43]) machines. Coarse-grained parallelism is orthogonal to fine-grained parallelism, and a combination of the two can be used. In the particular case of a CFD code, a cluster of multi-core CPUs may use domain splitting with inter-processor boundary communication implemented using MPI to achieve coarse-grained, distributed-memory parallelism and then using OpenMP-parallel loops to achieve fine-grained, shared-memory parallelism within the various subdomains. In fact, this is precisely what FEFLO does, and production runs performed with FEFLO often specify multiple OpenMP threads per MPI rank.

Distributed-memory parallelism is implemented in FEFLO using MPI [43]. For distributed-memory parallel machines, load balancing is achieved via domain splitting [44]. Throughout FEFLO, one layer of overlap elements is used [43, 45]. In this way, all subroutines remain the same as in the usual shared-memory case. Only once a right-hand side has been assembled (and this may involve calling many separate subroutines) can an exchange of values at the domain boundaries take place. Naturally, this implies that the number of elements and points is larger for the split problem than the original unsplit one. However, once the number of elements per domain exceeds 0.3 million elements (Mels), the extra number of points and elements is negligible. Moreover, once the domain has less than 0.3 Mels, even on current CPUs and the fastest networks, communication costs start to dominate.

FEFLO’s domain splitter, named FESPLIT, offers a variety of splitting and load balancing options, including advancing front (greedy) techniques and several recursive bisection algorithms (coordinate, moment, etc.), which can be used in conjunction with linelet preconditioning, periodic boundary conditions, and so-called ring regions for turbomachinery applications. For the cases shown here, the advancing front algorithm was employed. The load imbalance in the different domains, as measured by the number of elements, was less than 1% for all cases shown.

The message-passing subroutines have been assembled into a library, which abstracts MPI to provide the high-level communication functionality required by FEFLO. The subroutines contained in this library, which are indicated by the prefix mpp.., can be used, essentially unmodified, to enable multi-GPU applications because, as mentioned in Section 2, the Python script automatically wraps these MPI calls with data transfer calls. In particular, when it detects a call to a subroutine to which it does not have access to the source code, it generates wrapper code to transfer all GPU arrays passed to that subroutine to and from the CPU memory space. This functionality is intentional: whereas GPU arrays are typically passed directly through subroutine calls without any data transfer, external libraries for which the source code is not available cannot be automatically ported. Although the
automatically generated data transfer code is guaranteed to be correct, it can be optimized further, as the data transfer is only required in one direction because for many MPI calls the array arguments are read from or written to, but not both.

Consider the case of the mpi_sendrecv subroutine call, shown in Listing 1, which is called from the subroutine mpp_rsendrecv, the subroutine responsible for the majority of inter-processor boundary communication during time stepping. The array sdata is sent to kproc, whereas data are received into the array rdata from kproc. Because these arrays are used in OpenMP loops that appear in other subroutines, the translator designates them as GPU arrays, which cannot be directly passed to MPI and must be transferred to a temporary CPU buffer. Left unmodified, the script will correctly transfer the arrays to and from the CPU. But because each array only needs to be transferred once, the !$gpu directives are used to explicitly disable the superfluous memory transfer, as shown in Listing 2, by adding the notransfer option. The resulting automatically generated GPU version of the code is then shown in Listing 2. Notice that, as desired, the array sdata is sent to the CPU from the GPU, but it is not sent back afterwards. The reverse is the case for the array rdata.

5. RESULTS

The GPU version of FEFLO was tested for a variety of benchmark cases. Three cases are included here: blast in a room (compressible Euler, FEM-FCT), pipe flow (incompressible Navier–Stokes
with heat transfer), and a dam break problem (incompressible Navier–Stokes with VOF treatment of the free surface). The hardware used for performance benchmarking was a multi-GPU cluster, where each node contains two NVIDIA Tesla M2050 GPUs and two six-core Intel Xeon Processor X5670 CPUs. All CUDA kernels were executed with a thread block size of 128. Other thread block sizes were also tested but did not lead to any substantial differences in performance.

Previous studies have shown that in order to achieve proper performance on the GPUs the vector length should be set as high as possible, but not lower than $n_{\text{vecl}} \geq 12,000$ (this number is, of course, dependent on the particular solver and implementation). On the other hand, the higher the vector length, the higher is the probability of cache misses. Therefore, for the Xeon CPU, the vector length is set as small as possible to achieve good vectorization/pipelining. For most of the solvers in FEFLO, this number is of the order of $n_{\text{vecl}} \approx 32$. The mesh sizes shown are of the order of 1–4 Mels. This was the limit of what could be fitted into the GPUs used. Larger meshes could have been run on the Xeon CPUs, but this was not considered for a fair comparison. Therefore, the same grids were run for both the CPUs and the GPUs.

In the tables that follow, $n_{\text{elem}}$ denotes the number of elements in the mesh, $n_{\text{vecl}}$ the vector length used, and $n_{\text{dom}}$ the number of domains (i.e., MPI processes) into which the original mesh was split.

Listing 2. The automatically generated data transfer code (manually formatted to fit in this listing).

```
subroutine mpp_rsendrecv_gpu(mstag, sdata, nsdat, rdata, nrdat, kproc)
  
  use arrays_mpi
  use gpu
  implicit real(kind=8) :: a, b, c, d
  include 'mpp.h'   ! Note: The contents of mpp.h appear inline
  ! --- this sub sends a real*8 array to the specified processor
  ! --- arguments
  type(da_real) :: sdata
  integer :: i_host_array_offset_real_sdata
  type(da_real) :: rdata
  integer :: i_host_array_offset_real_rdata
  integer :: istat
  ! ---send
  ! Directive removed
  ! Directive removed
  i_host_array_offset_real_sdata = i_host_array_offset_real_sdata + (nsdat)
  call memcpy_device_to_host_double1((/nsdat/, (1, (/nsdat/)), &
    & host_array_real, &
    & i_host_array_offset_real_sdata, &
    & sdata)
  i_host_array_offset_real_rdata = i_host_array_offset_real_rdata + (nrdat)
  call mpi.sendrecv(host_array_real(i_host_array_offset_real_sdata), &
    & nsdat, mpi_real8, kproc, mstag, &
    & host_array_real(i_host_array_offset_real_rdata), &
    & nrdat, mpi_real8, kproc, mstag, &
    & mpi_common.world, istat, ierr)
  ! --- Directive removed
  ! --- Directive removed
  ! --- done
  call memcpy_host_to_device_double1((/nrdat/, (1, (/nrdat/)), &
    & host_array_real, &
    & i_host_array_offset_real_rdata, &
    & rdata)
end subroutine mpp_rsendrecv_gpu
```
5.1. Blast in a room

This example considers the compressible flow resulting from a blast in a room. The geometry, together with the solution, can be discerned from Figure 1.

The compressible Euler equations are solved using an edge-based FEM-FCT technique [45–47]. The initialization was performed by interpolating the results of a very detailed 1-D (spherically symmetric) run. The timing studies were carried out with the following set of parameters:

- Compressible Euler, ideal gas equation of state;
- Explicit FEM-FCT;
- Initialization from a 1-D file; and
- Run for 300 steps.

Table I summarizes the runs performed. Note the rather quick degradation in scaling for the GPUs when working on domains with a small number of elements. This is due to the fact that once the subdomains become too small (less than a million elements), the communication between domains starts to dominate the overall computation times. One can see that for the larger meshes the explicit FEM-FCT solver on the GPU achieves speeds that are equivalent to approximately 16 Xeon cores. Remarkably, the MPI scaling on the six-core Xeon runs is superlinear up to eight domains (0.5 Mels/domain). Even the 12-core Xeon runs display an almost linear reduction in CPU with the number of domains.

5.2. Pipe

This example considers the laminar inflow of a cold fluid into a pipe with hot walls. The incompressible Navier–Stokes equations are solved using a projection technique for pressure increments [45, 48]. Therefore, a large portion of the compute time is consumed by the diagonally preconditioned conjugate solvers of the pressure increments. Additionally, the energy equation for the temperature is integrated simultaneously with the velocities and pressures. Figure 2 shows the

Figure 1. Blast in a room: pressures and velocities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I. Blast in a room.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nelem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0 M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
typical results obtained. The timing studies were carried out with the following set of parameters:

- Incompressible Navier–Stokes + heat transfer;
- Advection: RK3, Roe, nlimi = 2;
- Pressure: Poisson (projection), deflated preconditioned conjugate gradient;
- Steady state, local time stepping;
- \(Re = 100\); and
- Run for 100 steps.

The timing obtained have been summarized in Table II. For this case, the 4-Mels case did not fit on the GPU. Therefore, only the results from the partitioned domain are shown for the GPU. For this set of solvers in FEFLO, the MPI scaling is almost perfect for both the CPUs and the GPUs. Note the superlinear decrease from \(ndomn = 2\) to \(ndomn = 4\) for the Xeons and from \(ndomn = 4\) to \(ndomn = 8\) for the GPUs. These are remarkable results, requiring an explanation that is still lacking. Note that for the larger grids, for this set of solvers in FEFLO, the GPU speeds are equivalent to approximately eight Xeon cores. This is less favorable than the compressible FEM-FCT solvers and is due to the fact that FEFLO, like most GPUs, requires a lot of memory transfer per floating point operation as compared with the FEM-FCT solver, which explains the degradation in performance.

5.3. Dam break

This example considers the classic dam break problem, where the wave impinges on a column situated in the middle of the channel. The incompressible Navier–Stokes equations are solved using a projection technique for pressure increments, together with a transport equation for the volume of fluid fraction. Details of the technique may be found in [34]. Figure 3 shows the typical results obtained. The timing studies were carried out with the following set of parameters:

- Incompressible Navier–Stokes;
- VOF for free surface;
- Advection: explicit RK3, Roe, nlimi = 2;
- Pressure: Poisson (projection), deflated preconditioned conjugate gradient;

<p>| Table II. Pipe. |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nelem</th>
<th>CPU/GPU</th>
<th>nvecl</th>
<th>(ndomn = 1)</th>
<th>(ndomn = 2)</th>
<th>(ndomn = 4)</th>
<th>(ndomn = 8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.0 M</td>
<td>Xeon X5670 (6)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1105</td>
<td>684</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0 M</td>
<td>Xeon X5670 (12)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0 M</td>
<td>Tesla M2050</td>
<td>51,200</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The timing obtained have been summarized in Table III. As before, for this case, the 4-Mels case did not fit on the GPU. Therefore, only the results from the partitioned domain are shown for the GPU. For this set of solvers in FEFLO, the MPI scaling is not as favorable for both the CPUs and the GPUs. This is because the VOF solver deactivates regions of the mesh where no fluid is present. This can lead to load imbalances that are difficult to control when only one partition of the domain is performed at the beginning of the run. Note that for the larger grids, for this set of solvers in FEFLO, the GPU speeds are equivalent to approximately four Xeon cores. This is less favorable than the compressible FEM-FCT solvers and the incompressible solvers and is due to the large number of VOF options invoked for this case. Most of these work only at the interface, making it difficult to achieve large vector lengths.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The application of semi-automatic techniques to combine GPU-based, fine-grained parallelism with MPI-based, coarse-grained parallelism has been successful in porting the large-scale CFD code FEFLO to run on multi-GPU clusters. Detailed performance benchmarks indicate up to a factor of 2 performance advantage of the NVIDIA Tesla M2050 GPU over the six-core Intel Xeon X5670 CPU running in double precision for certain solvers and run configurations. In addition, good scalability is observed when running across multiple GPUs. The approach should be of general interest, as how best to run on GPUs is being presently considered for many so-called legacy codes.

The porting process of FEFLO will continue, with further developments focused on porting many challenging subroutines that do not lend themselves immediately to GPU parallelization, because of either insufficient parallelism or load balancing issues in their present implementation. Future work
will also investigate the optimization of the bottleneck GPU kernels of FEFLO for various solver configurations.
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